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Big Bass Bonanza Free Slot Review, Tips & Tricks. Big Bonanza is a slot game by Pragmatic Play that
has five reels and 10 paylines. It has an RTP of 96.7%. You can bet one to ten coins per line and win up

to 2100 times your stake. This title is set by the riverside, with fishing gear making up many of the
symbols. Big Bass Bonanza. Gameplay 9.4. Levels & Limits 9.6. Features & Jackpots 7.0. Graphics

9.2. Theme & Symbols 9.3. Music & Sounds 8.9. GAME INFORMATION. Game supplier Pragmatic Play
Release date 01/09/2020 Category Video Slot Theme Animals, Aquatic RTP 96.5% Volatility Medium

https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-ch
https://gaminghouse.info/gspin-ch


Max. win 2100 Mobile version Yes Paylines 10, Fixed Lines Progressive No Reels 5. How do you rate
the slot Big Bass Bonanza ? Gameplay 1 10. Levels & Limits 1 10. Features & Jackpots 1 10. Graphics

1 10. Theme & Symbols 1 10. Music & Sounds 1 10. Submit rating. Big Bass Bonanza SLOT
FEATURES. Jackpot Its jackpot is 2100 times your bet amount. Mobile Great mobile version on par with

desktop. Big Bass Series Part of a series of Big Bass slots by Pragmatic. Wild Collection Collect the
Wilds to improve your Multiplier bonus. Special Symbols The game features a Wild, Scatter and Big

Bass symbol. Autoplay The autoplay feature can keep the reels spinning. Multipliers Bonuses can
multiply your current win. Free Spins It’s possible to earn free spins while playing. Wild Symbol The slot’s

Wild symbol can substitute any other. Bet Limits The minmum bet is 10p and the maximum £250. Big
Bass Bonanza Game. Where can you play Big Bass Bonanza. Bonus RTP 93.40% Claim Bonus Read

Review � New casino players only. No deposit bonus is subject to account verification. Min. deposit £10
with code ‘FIRST200’. Debit card (Visa or Mastercard) only. Valid on selected games. 7 day expiry. All
spins must be used before withdrawal allowed. Terms apply. Bonus £100 RTP 94.40% Claim Bonus
Read Review � 18+. New players only. 20 No-Deposit Spins on Book of Dead. Min deposit £10. 20
Bonus Spins valid on Book of Dead. Bonus funds are 100% up to £100. Bonus funds + spin winnings
are separate to cash funds and subject to 35x wagering requirement. Only bonus funds count towards
wagering contribution. £5 bonus max bet. Winnings from No-Deposit Spins capped at £100. Bonus

funds must be used within 30 days, spins within 10 days. Terms Apply. BeGambleAware.org Bonus RTP
95.50% Claim Bonus Read Review � New players only, no deposit required, valid debit card verification

required, £8 max win per 10 spins, max bonus conversion £50, 65x wagering requirement, full T&Cs
apply. SLOT TESTER’S REVIEW. Joshua Rawlings. 25 January 2022. Big Bass Bonanza slot review.

Big Bass Bonanza is a video slot that is offered by Pragmatic Play . It was launched in 2020 and is
available in all the casinos that offer games from Pragmatic Play. This slot comes with five reels and 10

paylines. However, you may choose the number of paylines. You can play with anything between 10p and
£250 . Just put in the value of your bet and click “spin” to get started. However, if you wish to spin

automatically for several rounds, use the autoplay function. You can set the number of rounds to spin per
click on the settings page. This is a high-volatility slot. Therefore, you require a substantial bet to win a
decent amount . Plan your bankroll well before starting the game. The maximum you can win from the

game is 2100x the amount you staked. While the title does not have a bonus feature , it does have a free
spins feature that is triggered by three to five scatter symbols per spin. It is through this feature that the
wild is added to the game. The multiplier leads to the multipliers at the end of the free spins. There are
various features that we loved about the slot. First, the fishing theme makes the slot fun to play. It has a

laid-back layout and is easy to understand. For the lazy among us, the auto-spin feature was a great deal
. We also found the free spins bonus a great way to make money, even if it meant spinning for some

time. Overall, the title is interesting and has the potential to make you lots of cash. SYMBOLS. There are
several types of symbols on Big Bass Bonanza: card numbers, fish, treasure box, dragonfly, fishing gear,
fisherman, floating dart, and green fish. The card numbers pay a maximum of 10x your bets; the fish pays

20x your bet, while the treasure box and dragonfly pay up to 50x. 
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